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Abstract
By utilizing Layer-1 Virtual Private Networks (L1VPN), a single physical
network, e.g., an optical backbone network, can support multiple virtual
networks, which form the basic infrastructure for cloud computing and other
enterprise networks. The L1VPN hose model is an elegant and flexible way
to specify the customers’ bandwidth requirements, by defining the total in-
coming and outgoing demand for each endpoint. Furthermore, multi-domain
physical infrastructures are common in L1VPNs, since these are usually de-
ployed on a global scale. Thus, high-performance Routing for Multi-domain
VPN Provisioning (RMVP) for the hose model is an important problem to
efficiently support a global virtual infrastructure. In this paper, we formulate
the RMVP problem as a Mixed Integer Linear Program (MILP). Also, we
propose a Top-Down Routing (TDR) strategy to compute the optimal rout-
ing for the hose model L1VPN in a multi-domain backbone network. Results
indicate that TDR approaches the minimum routing cost when compared to
the ideal case of single-domain routing.
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1. Introduction
Layer-1 Virtual Private Networks (L1VPN) are logical networks that are
established on a shared physical infrastructure, e.g., global optical backbone
networks, to obtain a private communication environment without invest-
ment in physical network resources [1]. For an Infrastructure Provider (InP),
L1VPN can improve the utilization of the physical network and increase
profit. In particular, both public and private cloud computing platforms can
be based on virtual infrastructure provisioned over a global network [2].
Two popular models exist to describe the traffic demands in a L1VPN,
based on what information is available on the bandwidth demands of the
Customer Edge (CE) devices1. One is the pipe model, in which the bandwidth
demand for each pair of CEs is given, i.e., the traffic matrix of the pipe model
is fixed, as shown in Fig. 1(a). An alternative is the hose model, in which the
total incoming and outgoing bandwidth demand for each individual CE is
given, as shown in Fig. 1(b). Consequently, the key feature of the hose model
is that the traffic demand for any CE pair can be variable during its lifetime.
This allows more flexibility to the CEs [3], although it has been difficult to
create a high-performance routing algorithm for the provisioning of L1VPNs
under the hose model. One solution that has recently been proposed [4] will
be discussed and extended in the paper.
(a) (b)
Figure 1: Traffic demands in L1VPNs: (a) Pipe Model and (b) Hose Model.
As L1VPNs are generally deployed on a worldwide scale, they cannot
be provisioned using only a single InP. Global L1VPNs are composed of
multi-domain networks, where the details within each domain (intra-domain)
usually remain hidden from the other domains [5]. Thus, solutions to high-
performance Routing for Multi-domain VPN Provisiong (RMVP) for global
1Customer Edge (CE) devices are the points in the network where traffic originates or
arrives, and can thus be considered the end users of the network.
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L1VPN services are desirable but hard to obtain. In this paper, we formulate
the RMVP problem under the hose model by a Mixed Integer Linear Pro-
gram (MILP) and propose an efficient Top-Down Routing (TDR) strategy
for RMVP. One interesting global L1VPN scenario is designed to investigate
our formulation and the TDR approach.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Related work is presented in
Section 2. The RMVP model and TDR strategy are described in Sections 3
and 4. Numerical results are given in Section 5, and Section 6 concludes this
paper.
2. Related Work
Provisioning under the pipe model has been well studied [6]. The hose
model, introduced recently [3], is starting to receive attention [7, 8, 4]. Specif-
ically, tree routing was studied where the network links have infinite capacity
[7]. The authors presented a polynomial algorithm to compute the optimal
tree routing in case of symmetric incoming and outgoing bandwidth demands,
and proved it NP-hard to compute the optimal tree routing for general traf-
fic demands (which may be asymmetric). In [8], the author improved the
algorithm for computation of tree routings for general traffic demands and
infinite link capacities. After that, the first polynomial-size LP formula-
tion for maximum throughput routing of hose traffic demands along direct
source-destination paths was developed by using the duality of Linear Pro-
gram in [4].
Some other works studied the bandwidth efficiency of the hose model.
A comparison of the hose and pipe models was done in [9], by defining the
overprovisioning factor, which represents the additional capacity required for
a VPN reservation in the hose model compared to the pipe model. In [10],
the authors investigated the efficiency of the hose model by comparing tree
routing, single-path routing, and multi-path routing, and demonstrated that
multi-path routing offers significant advantages compared to the other two
approaches.
A related problem is Virtual Network (VN) embedding, where the map-
ping of both virtual nodes and links is performed. In [11], the authors
proposed VN embedding algorithms with coordination of nodes and links
mapping. Then, the authors presented a policy-based VN embedding across
multiple domains that embeds end-to-end VNs in a decentralized manner
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in [12]. However, these works focus solely on the problem under the pipe-
model VPN, and are difficult to directly extend to the hose model.
To the best of our knowledge, Routing for Multi-domain VPN Provi-
sioning (RMVP) under the hose model has not been solved in the literature
before. In this work, we formulate RMVP with hose model as a MILP, and
propose a Top-Down Routing (TDR) strategy to solve the RMVP problem.
3. Problem Formulation
We outline the RMVP problem under the hose model in backbone net-
works which have mesh topology. We wish to minimize the cost of the band-
width reserved for a L1VPN.
Let Vp denote the set (size Np) of InP network nodes and Vx denote the
set (size Nx) of nodes in domain x (thus, Vx ⊆ Vp) which belong to domain
set D. Furthermore, let Vc denote the set (size Nc) of L1VPN Customer Edge
(CE) devices, which connect with a single Provider’s Edge (PE) device which
are in turn elements of Vp. As such, the number of nodes in the complete
topology is N = Nc+Np. E is the set of links and contains inter-domain links,
intra-domain links, and the links connecting CEs to their corresponding PEs.
Inter-domain links are formed by a pair of nodes with each node in a different
domain, and are denoted by Lij. On the other hand, both nodes of an intra-
domain are situated in the same domain, and are denoted as lij. Each link,
both inter-domain and intra-domain, has an associated cost-per-unit-capacity
value of Coij and a capacity Cij. The hose-based traffic demand from CE
m is defined by B−m (respectively B
+
m), indicating the incoming (respectively
outgoing) bandwidth demand. The actual traffic matrix, composed of the
bandwidth demands between any pair of CEs m and n, is given by tmn.
Note that, in the hose model, the traffic matrix is not known in advance, so
multiple matrices may be feasible, making it very flexible.
To solve the RMVP problem, first consider an ideal case where all intra-
domain topologies are known, which reduces the problem to minimization of
the total bandwidth cost in the single domain. Any solution for the single-
domain L1VPN forms a lower bound on the RMVP problem, since the intra-
domain topologies are not known in a multi-domain routing scenario.
For a single domain, we define the node set as V = Vp∪Vc, which contains
both Vp and Vc. The objective is to minimize the total cost of bandwidth
reserved for L1VPN demands. Since the feasible traffic matrix of hose model
may be variable, the reserved bandwidth for each L1VPN should be sufficient
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for the worst case of all traffic matrices. For illustration, consider Fig. 2 where
three CEs are attached to a 7-node network. The traffic demands of the CEs
are B−m = B
+
m = 8, ∀m ∈ {A,B,C}. We assume that routing for this VPN
is done over disjoint paths for each CE pair, e.g., tAB passes through nodes
1, 2, 3, while tAC passes through nodes 1, 6, 5. All other routing paths are
shown as red arrows in Fig. 2. If the traffic matrix between any two nodes
m and n equals tmn = 4, ∀m 6= n,∀m,n ∈ {A,B,C}, the hose demands can
be routed by reserving a bandwidth of 4 on each link. However, in case the
traffic matrix is changed to tAB = 8, tAC = 0 (which also satisfies the given
hose demand), the reserved bandwidths for links l12 and l23 are 8.
Figure 2: Worst-case scenario of bandwidth reservations.
For each routing, there may be many feasible traffic matrices; in [4] a
dual LP was developed as follows.
minimize
∑
i,j
CoijRij (1)
s.t.
∑
i
Fmnik −
∑
i
Fmnki =

1 if k = n
−1 if k = m
0 if k 6= m,n
∀m,n ∈ Vc,∀k ∈ V
(2)
0 ≤ Fmnij ≤ 1 ∀lij ∈ E,∀m,n ∈ Vc (3)∑
∀m∈Vc
B−mb
m−
ij +
∑
∀n∈Vc
B+n b
n+
ij ≤ Rij ∀i, j ∈ V (4)
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0 ≤ Rij ≤ Cij ∀i, j ∈ V (5)
bm−ij + b
n+
ij ≥ Fmnij ∀m,n ∈ Vc,∀i, j ∈ V (6)
bm−ij , b
m+
ij ≥ 0 ∀m ∈ Vc,∀i, j ∈ V (7)
In this model, Rij is the maximal reserved bandwidth for each link, while
Fmnij is the proportion of tmn passing through link lij. Eq. (2) represents the
flow-conservation constraints, which states that all the incoming/outgoing
traffic of destination/source is equal to the traffic demand, while there is no
net traffic at the intermediate nodes. Two non-negative variables, shadow
prices bm−ij and b
m+
ij , represent the increase in flow on link lij when increasing
B−m and B
+
m. Eq. (4) and Eq. (6) ensure that the worst-case traffic matrix
can be carried by each link. Eq. (5) is the capacity constraint, which means
that a link can not carry more flow than its capacity allows.
4. Top-Down Routing
In RMVP, the high-level topology is composed of the inter-domain links
Lij, the CEs, and their corresponding PEs. The intra-domain topology in-
formation is known only by the domain itself. Under the hose model, the
traffic demand of each CE i is given by the total incoming and outgoing
bandwidths, B+i and B
−
i . Based on the traffic demands and limited topol-
ogy, the objective is to minimize the total cost of the reserved bandwidth for
provisioning the L1VPN.
RMVP can be solved by using the LP from Eq. (1) to (7) when the inter-
domain and intra-domain topology information is known. Unfortunately,
most intra-domain nodes and links are unknown for global optimization. We
propose Top-Down Routing (TDR) to solve the RMVP in two steps, as shown
in Fig. 3. The first step takes place on the virtual inter-domain topology,
which can be generated by knowledge of the inter-domain links and CEs.
The second step refines the solution, by considering the actual intra-domain
topology and utilizing the bandwidth demands that result from the first step.
Both steps are solved by using a separate LP, and we propose two approaches
to generate the inter-domain topology and perform the routing within each
domain.
4.1. Full-Mesh
4.1.1. Inter-Domain Topology
The information we have for routing on the inter-domain topology are the
inter-domain links Lij, CEs, and corresponding PEs. As the intra-domain
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Figure 3: Flowchart of TDR routing algorithm.
connectivity is unknown, we generate a full virtual mesh topology in each
domain by connecting all known nodes, which are the inter-domain edge
nodes and PEs. This is shown in Fig. 4(b), assuming at least one path exists
between any two nodes in the same domain.
4.1.2. Routing Strategy
To find the minimum cost for all CEs under the hose model, we first run
the LP from Eq. (1) to (7) on the inter-domain topology as top-level routing.
Instead of using the single domain set of nodes V , we replace this by the set
of inter-domain nodes Vd which contains all the nodes of the inter-domain
topology. Based on our objective function, we obtain the minimal reserved
bandwidth for each virtual link. The second step is to map the virtual links
on paths in each domain Vx. To this end, we use the following LP model in
each domain.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4: Generating inter-domain topology: (a) original topology, (b) new topology with
Full-Mesh, and (c) new topology with Single-Node.
minimize
∑
∀i,j∈Vx
Coijrij (8)
s.t.
∑
∀i∈Vx
fmnik −
∑
∀i∈Vx
fmnki =

Rmn if k = n
−Rmn if k = m
0 if k 6= m,n
∀m,n, k ∈ Vx
(9)
rij =
∑
∀m,n∈Vx
fmnij ∀i, j ∈ Vx (10)
0 ≤ rij ≤ Cij ∀i, j ∈ Vx (11)
fmnij ≥ 0 ∀i, j ∈ Vx, ∀m,n ∈ Vx (12)
Here, rij is the bandwidth reserved on intra-domain link lij. f
mn
ij is the
flow passing through link lij from demand Rmn. Capacity constraints (10)
and (11) guarantee that the flow on each link does not exceed the link’s
capacity. The cost of the virtual links can be calculated by mapping virtual
links. Finally, the total cost for the VPN contains the cost of all reserved
bandwidth on inter-domain links and intra-domain links.
By running the main LP from Eq. (1) to (7) for the inter-domain topology
and full-mesh LP from Eq. (8) to (12) in each domain, we obtain the minimal
bandwidth cost based on the limited inter-domain information. The TDR
routing strategy will be analyzed by comparing results from the ideal single-
domain topology in the next section. The LP used in the second step may be
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private and different in each domain, according to the policies or objectives
enforced by each InP.
4.2. Single-Node
The technique in Section 4.1 repesents each domain as a full mesh topol-
ogy. This approach leads to a considerable amount of topology information
that needs to be continually distributed and synchronized to ensure accurate
path computation results. To reduce this control traffic, we now propose to
use a single node to represent each domain, and generate the inter-domain
topology by connecting each domain by inter-domain links.
4.2.1. Inter-domain Topology
Even though we can obtain the gateways’ information, we simply consider
the whole domain as a single node (namely virtual node) in the inter-domain
topology. The connections between virtual nodes are inter-domain links, so
there may be more than one link between two virtual nodes. As shown in
Fig. 4(c), there are two links from node 14 to node 16. We use lpqij to identify
one link in inter-domain topology, where i and j are the domains of the nodes,
and p and q are the source and destination nodes of the inter-domain link.
For example, links l2,714,16 and l
3,9
14,16 are the two links connecting domains 14
and 16, link lA,114,14 denotes the link from CE A to node 1 in the inter-domain
topology.
4.2.2. Routing Strategy
After generating the inter-domain topology with the single-node method,
we can calculate the solution with minimal bandwidth for the inter-domain
links. To this end, we run the following LP by extending the LP from Eq. (1)
to (7).
minimize
∑
∀lij∈Ld
CopqijR
pq
ij (13)
s.t.
∑
∀i∈Vd
∑
p,q
Fmnikpq −
∑
∀i∈Vd
∑
p,q
Fmnkipq =

1 if k = n
−1 if k = m
0 if k 6= m,n
∀m,n ∈ Vc,∀k ∈ Vd
(14)
0 ≤ Fmnijpq ≤ 1 ∀i, j ∈ Vd,∀m,n ∈ Vc,∀p, q ∈ V (15)
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∑
∀m∈Vc
B−mb
m−
ijpq +
∑
∀n∈Vc
B+n b
n+
ijpq ≤ Rpqij ∀i, j ∈ Vd,∀p, q ∈ V (16)
0 ≤ Rpqij ≤ Cpqij ∀i, j ∈ Vd,∀p, q ∈ V (17)
bm−ijpq + b
n+
ijpq ≥ Fmnijpq ∀m,n ∈ Vc,∀i, j ∈ Vd, ∀p, q ∈ V (18)
bm−ijpq, b
m+
ijpq ≥ 0 ∀m ∈ Vc,∀i, j ∈ Vd,∀p, q ∈ V (19)
Here, Fmnikpq denotes the proportion of traffic tmn going through link l
pg
ik ,
bm−ijpq is the shadow price, which denotes the traffic increasing on link l
pg
ij when
increasing one unit of B−m. R
pq
ij denotes the reserved bandwidth on link l
pg
ij .
Based on the minimized bandwidth solution for the inter-domain topol-
ogy, we need to calculate the bandwidth in each domain. The inter-domain
link with reserved bandwidth can be considered as a node (namely inter-
domain node) with incoming and outgoing bandwidth demands for the re-
spective domain. The set of nodes in new each domain topology added with
inter-domain nodes is V ′x, while the set of nodes in each original domain is
Vx. Consequently, we can compute the intra-domain routing by using the
new hose-model traffic demand, coming from the inter-domain solution. To
achieve this, we utilize the following LP.
minimize
∑
∀x∈D
∑
∀i,j∈Vx
Costrst (20)
s.t.
∑
∀i∈V ′x
fmnik −
∑
∀i∈V ′x
fmnki =

1 if k = m
−1 if k = n
0 if k 6= m,n
∀k ∈ V ′x,∀m,n ∈ V ′x − Vx, ∀x ∈ D.
(21)
0 ≤ fmnij ≤ 1 ∀i, j ∈ V ′x,∀m,n ∈ V ′x − Vx (22)
∑
∀m∈V ′x−Vx
B−mb
m−
st +
∑
∀n∈V ′x−Vx
B+n b
n+
st ≤ rst ∀s, t ∈ V ′x,∀x ∈ D (23)
0 ≤ rst ≤ Cst ∀s, t ∈ V ′x (24)
bm−st + b
n+
st ≥ fmnst ∀m,n ∈ V ′x − Vx,∀s, t ∈ V ′x,∀x ∈ D (25)
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bm−st , b
n+
st ≥ 0 ∀m,n ∈ V ′x − Vx,∀s, t ∈ V ′x (26)
Here, rst denotes the reserved bandwidth of link lst, and Cost is the cost
of bandwidth for link lst. In Eq. (21), f
mn
ij is the proportion of traffic going
through link lij from m to n. This LP is largely similar to the inter-domain
LP, although the traffic demand of the intra-domain LP is obtained from the
inter-domain solution.
4.3. Complexity Analysis
We have three routing strategies to get the final solution for L1VPN
request, i.e., Single-Domain, Full-Mesh, and Single-Node. The computation
complexity of all three models is shown in Table 1. We consider the upper
bound of complexity, such that the maximum number of directed links in
any topology, consisting of N nodes, is N(N − 1). Nd is the number of
nodes in the inter-domain topology. Ni is the amount of inter-domain links.
After comparison with the single-domain solution, it becomes apparent that
TDR introduces additional variables and constraints in each intra-domain
model, but reduces the complexity of routing in the inter-domain topology.
The single-node TDR has less variables and constraints than full-mesh TDR
in inter-domain LP, because Nd is always more than Ni, which means the
inter-domain topology of single-node TDR is smaller than the inter-domain
topology of full-mesh TDR.
Table 1: Comparison of complexity of TDR LP with single-domain LP.
Routing Strategy Variables
Single-Domain N(N − 1)((Nc)2 +Nc + 1)
Full-Mesh Nd(Nd − 1)((Nc)2 +Nc + 1)+∑
∀x∈DNx(Nx − 1)((Nx)2 −Nx + 1)
Single-Node (Ni + 2Nc)((Nc)
2 +Nc + 1)+∑
∀x∈D(Nx)(Nx − 1)((Nx)2 +Nx + 1)
Routing Strategy Constraints
Single-Domain 2N(N − 1)(Nc + 1) +Nc(Nc − 1)(2N2 −N)
Full-Mesh 2Nd(Nd − 1)(Nc + 1) +NcNd(Nc − 1)(2Nd − 1)
+
∑
∀x∈DNx(Nx − 1)((Nx)2 + 2)
Single-Node (Ni + 2Nc)((Nc)
2 −Nc + 2) +Nc(Nc − 1)Nd
+
∑
∀x∈DNx(Nx − 1)((Nx)2 + 2)
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5. Illustrative Numerical Examples
In this section, we first study the performance of the TDR strategy
through a special case, and then investigate the impact of different demand
profiles on the total bandwidth cost.
5.1. Case Study
Consider three domains in a US-wide network (Fig. 5), and the cost of
each link is set as 1. There are 5 CEs connected with PEs 3, 6, 14, 24, and
21. For simplicity, let the demands of the 5 CEs be identical, B−A = B
+
A =
B−B = B
+
B = B
−
C = B
+
C = B
−
D = B
+
D = B
−
E = B
+
E = 4.
In the single-domain scenario, the complete topology is known. The op-
timal solution for the L1VPN request is shown in Fig. 5 as a single-domain
solution, and the reserved bandwidth for each link is 4 in each direction. This
leads to a total cost of 104. Given the symmetric demand profile between
CEs, the solution is based on tree routing, as in [7].
Figure 5: Single-domain and TDR routing.
Using full-mesh of TDR, the optimal solution is shown in Fig. 5 as full-
mesh solution. Full-Mesh returns the optimal tree as shown in Fig. 6 as the
top-level routing solution, in which the reserved bandwidth of all links is 4.
Virtual links l6,10 and l10,6, as shown in Fig. 6, are mapped on physical links
between nodes 6 and 10, which are the optimal mapping for virtual links.
However, Full-Mesh is unaware of the existence of nodes 7 and 8 in the top-
level topology, thus rendering it impossible to find the optimal tree of the
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single-domain solution in Fig. 5. The total L1VPN cost by employing full-
mesh strategy is 112, which is only slightly larger than the optimal value. In
contrast, the optimal solution of the single-node of TDR approach is shown in
Fig. 7. For single-node solution, the bandwidth reserved on the inter-domain
links are the same with full-mesh solution which is shown in Fig 6, and the
intra-domain costs are also equal with full-mesh solution, so the total cost of
single-node solution is 112 as well.
Figure 6: Top-level routing of full-mesh strategy.
Figure 7: Top-level routing of single-node strategy.
5.2. Global Backbone Network
In the previous section, we found that, in a simple test case, TDR obtains
a cost which is close to the optimal value found in the ideal case of single-
domain routing. To further demonstrate the features of TDR, we perform
more extensive tests on a larger and more realistic scenario. According to [13],
we assume that eight locations of a global enterprise request a L1VPN infras-
tructure for their inter-location networking support. These locations are in
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Asia (Beijing and Bengaluru), US (Silicon Valley, Portland, Redmond, and
New England), and Europe (Cambridge and Aachen), as shown in Fig. 8. We
assume there are 4 domains in this global backbone network which can pro-
vide the required bandwidth for the enterprise’s L1VPN request, specifically
domains US, Europe, India, and China. The respective topologies of these 4
domains are shown in Fig. 9, and the inter-domain links are selected from in-
ternational connections [14]. The CEs located in Redmond, Portland, Silicon
Valley, New England, Cambridge, Aachen, Bengaluru, and Beijing connect
with node 1, 2, 3, 19, 27, 32, 63, and 77 respectively. In reality, the costs of
Figure 8: A global enterprise’s locations and top-level topology.
inter-domain links are generally higher than intra-domain links. To investi-
gate the features of TDR, we initially set the cost of each intra-domain link
as 1, and the cost of each inter-domain link as α. The inter-domain links are
generally long-distance connections, so the cost of inter-domain links should
be higher than the cost of intra-domain links. We set α to 3 first. The costs
of links between CEs and their corresponding PEs are 0, since the reserved
bandwidth on these links is identical, irrespective of the deployed routing
strategy. Here, we set the capacity of each intra-domain link to 32, and the
capacity of each inter-domain link to 96. Below, some scenarios are studied
to see how the total bandwidth cost is impacted.
The first experiment compares the total bandwidth cost between the ideal
single-domain method and our proposed TDR strategies, for varying symmet-
ric traffic demands. A symmetric traffic demand implies that the incoming
and outgoing bandwidth demands for each CE are equal, and, as demon-
14
Figure 9: Intra-domain topologies of the considered domains.
strated in [7], this will always lead to a solution based on tree routing when
the network capacity is sufficiently high. As shown in Fig. 10, the total cost
of all three routing strategies increases along with increasing traffic demand
in a linear way. Furthermore, the cost of full-mesh and single-node TDR
are slightly higher than the cost of the single-domain approach. Finally, as
shown in Figs. 11 and 12, we also calculate the inter-domain and intra-
domain cost for each solution separately. The inter-domain cost of full-mesh
and single-node are identical, and the inter-domain cost of the single-domain
solution is the same as the full-mesh and single-node approaches when the
load is below 20, which means 20 units of incoming and outgoing bandwidth
for each CE. When the load is 24 or higher for each CE, there is no feasible
solution by full-mesh TDR because of the capacity constraint of links. This
happens again for single-node TDR when the load is higher than 32 for each
CE. The inter-domain cost of single-domain is higher than single-node TDR
when the load is higher than 24 because the single-node TDR minimizes the
inter-domain cost first and then minimizes the intra-domain cost based on
the inter-domain solution, while single-domain minimizes the global cost in
a single LP without classifying the inter-domain and intra-domain cost. It
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Figure 10: Total cost of symmetric traffic demands.
can be observed from Fig. 12 that the intra-domain cost forms the largest
contribution to the total cost.
Figure 11: Inter-domain cost of symmetric traffic demands.
We study the impact of different α in the next experiment. We get the
cost of L1VPN with different α, and the load of each CE is 4. As shown in
Table 2, the cost of inter-domain become 32 with α = 1, while the cost is
96 with α = 3. However, the cost of intra-domain is the same. We conclude
that the topology of L1VPN does not change with different α. Furthermore,
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Figure 12: Intra-domain cost of symmetric traffic demands.
Table 2: Comparison of cost with different α.
α = 1 α = 3
Full-Mesh Inter-domain 32 96
Full-Mesh Intra-domain 176 176
Single-Node Inter-domain 32 96
Single-Node Intra-domain 172 172
Single-Domain Inter-domain 32 96
Single-Domain Intra-domain 168 168
we study the impact of different amount of inter-domain links. We set α to
1, and set the load of each CE to 4. We cut some inter-domain links from
Fig. 8, and get the cost with small number of inter-domain links. The cost
in the topology with a large number of inter-domain links is studied as well.
As shown in Table 3, the total cost of single-domain becomes less when the
number of inter-domain links becomes larger, because there are more feasible
solutions for a L1VPN with singe-domain strategy. However, the costs of
full-mesh and single-node do not show any pattern, because full-mesh and
single-node are two-step strategies which can not consider the intra-domain
cost when solving the inter-domain step.
The second experiment compares the cost for symmetric and asymmetric
L1VPN demands, implying B−m 6= B+m, while the total incoming and outgoing
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Table 3: Comparison of cost with different amount of inter-domain links.
Small Normal Large
Full-Mesh Total 280 208 224
Full-Mesh Inter-domain 32 32 32
Full-Mesh Intra-domain 248 176 192
Single-Node Total 208 204 216
Single-Node Inter-domain 32 32 32
Single-Node Intra-domain 176 172 184
Single-Domain Total 208 200 192
Single-Domain Inter-domain 32 32 32
Single-Domain Intra-domain 176 168 152
bandwidth remains constant, i.e., B−m + B
+
m = B, ∀m ∈ Vc. We fix the total
bandwidth to B = 16, such that, for example, the first result (left end) in
Fig. 13 is tested with B−m = 2 and B
+
m = 14 for the first group (contains
a selection of 4 CEs), and B+m = 2 and B
−
m = 14 for the second group
(contains the remaining 4 CEs). In each experiment, group members are
randomly selected; the resulting average over all 5 experiments is shown
in Fig. 13. From this result, we observe that, similar to the results for
symmetric demands, the inter-domain cost of TDR is the same as the cost of
the single-domain approach, and the intra-domain cost of TDR is higher than
the intra-domain cost of single-domain approach. For full-mesh and single-
domain approaches, the intra-domain cost is unchanged when changing the
traffic load. However, the intra-domain cost of single-node is variable along
traffic profile.
Figures 14 and 15 detail the reserved bandwidth in the European do-
main for full-mesh TDR when the traffic demand is B−92 = 2, B
+
92 = 14,
B−93 = 14, and B
+
93 = 2. We observe that the inter-domain link cost for full-
mesh TDR is unchanged when changing the traffic profile; all incoming and
outgoing bandwidth equal 16, irrespective of the traffic profile of nodes 92
and 93. Consequently, the intra-domain cost is the same as well. However,
the incoming and outgoing bandwidths of single-node TDR for the Euro-
pean domain are variable and depend on the traffic profile of nodes 92 and
93, since the different inter-domain solutions do not utilize the same link be-
tween the European and the US domains. All links between the two domains
are equal when the inter-domain LP schedules the flow, so the bandwidth of
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two inter-domain links between US and Europe can be assigned randomly.
Consequently, the intra-domain cost of the single-node solution is variable
and changes with the traffic profile.
Figure 13: Intra-domain cost of asymmetric traffic.
Figure 14: Solution of Europe domain for asymmetric traffic with full-mesh TDR.
6. Conclusion
High-performance routing of L1VPNs in multi-domain backbone networks
is a key element to support enterprises for their communication needs. The
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Figure 15: Solution of Europe domain for asymmetric traffic with single-node TDR.
high-performance Routing for Multi-domain VPN Provisioning (RMVP) is a
fundamental problem for L1VPNs under the hose model. Its main challenges
are formed by the limited topology information that is available, and the
variability of the traffic matrix. We formulated a model for RMVP utilizing
a Mixed Integer Linear Program, and proposed a Top-Down Routing (TDR)
strategy to solve the RMVP problem in two steps. Numerical results of a
realistic global L1VPN were presented to verify the performance of TDR. By
comparing TDR to the ideal single-domain method, we find that TDR is an
efficient routing strategy to solve the RMVP problem.
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